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1. Journal of Earth Sciences welcomes a wide range of submissions, from Research Article, Review Article to Short

Communication, Comments and Answers, News and Highlights.

(1) Research Article reports original results in all disciplines of geosciences and related technology in the exploration

and utilization of earth resources. It may contain online supplementary materials.

(2) Review Article has two-fold requirements. The first is to make a systematic summary of important results and

achievements in a particular topic or an area. The second is to present comments on the current situation, generalize

new recognitions, highlight existing problems, forward a general pattern/model, and give advice on new research

directions. It may contain online supplementary materials.

(3) Short Communication presents a brief summary on new achievements in any disciplines of geosciences, and it

usually contains less than 4 pages in length, and may include up to 4 displayed items (figures and tables) and less than

20 references, without abstracts and keywords. Any other supporting information (if necessary) should be submitted as

supplementary materials. The accepted short communication paper will be published much earlier than regular papers.

(4) Comments & Answers present critical comments on a paper that was published in this or other high-quality journals

within the previous one year. The authors of the original paper are given an opportunity to reply. Both Comments and

Answers are peer-reviewed. Each of them is expected to be no more than 4 pages with less than 30 references. Abstract

and keywords are not needed.

(5) News and Highlights present new discoveries, new ideas and new approaches in any disciplines of geosciences, and

comments on the potential scientific significance on the newly published novel and innovative findings. It contains up

to 3 pages in length, with less than 10 references and up to 4 display items, and without abstract and keywords.

2. Papers will be reviewed by at least two referees. Authors are asked to recommend reviewers

as well as to identify potential reviewers with “conflicts of interest.”

3. Papers should be original and comprise previously unpublished data, interpretations or

syntheses. Papers should contain original data that have not previously been submitted or published

elsewhere either in part (no more than 30%) or full in any language.

4. For multi-authored papers, the submitting author will be identified as the Corresponding

Author unless otherwise indicated. Submission of such papers is on the basis that the corresponding

author has the agreement of all authors for submission and publication of the paper. Authors should

note that some electronic databases utilize searches of paper titles only. Thus, titles as well as key

words should be designed with this in mind.

5. Authors introduction and contact information should be add on the first page under the title

and the authors. And the funding name and number should also be added.
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